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Changes...
Dear Friends,
Don t let anyone tell you that a phone call can t change your life!
The last ten issues of Archery Focus have been edited by Denise
Parker. Denise is pursuing her archery career and is in training
with the next Olympic games in sight, so she has passed on the
editing of this magazine to a new team. In her tenure Archery
Focus has grown immensely in quality and focus and we are very
grateful to her, not only as readers but as those who have to follow in her footsteps. Thank you, Denise. W e also want to thank
Valerie Parker for the immense amount of work she has done on
this magazine and the able help she has given us during the transition. Thank you Valerie.
The phone call that changed our lives was the one offering this
position. Having been subscribers from near the beginning of
Archery Focus, the opportunity was both enticing and daunting.
Our goal is to continue to expand upon the excellence that has
made Archery Focus the great magazine that it is. W e are Steve
Ruis and Claudia Stevenson. Steve will be doing the editing while
Claudia will be doing all the work of managing the magazine,
including responding to all of you when you write or call. As you
know, Archery Focus is a magazine dedicated to helping you
become a better archer, whether your particular love of archery
comes through hunting, FITA competition, field archery, or 3D
archery. Both Claudia and I love to shoot and we both have backgrounds in training and education, so you can understand our
attraction to this work.
Ifyou have ideas or requests for particular articles, we do want to
hear from you. You can reach us byregular mail (see the address
to the right), email us direct at claudias@inreach.com or through
our web site links (www.archeryfocus.com), or call us on our
800 line.
We hope you enjoy this issue! If you do, tell a friend about Archery
Focus.
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SO YOU WANT

TO

SHOOT

A

CLICKER
by rick mckinney

When an archer first learns how
to shoot a bow and arrow, the
clicker is the furthest thing from
his or her mind. As a matter of
fact, most instructors and coaches
do not even introduce the clicker
until there is a problem with
freezing on the target or the
archer lets go of the arrow with
uncontrollable effects. This is
considered target panic, a condition where the conscious and
subconscious minds fight for control of the shot. Although the
clicker was first introduced as a
draw check (to make sure the
bow is drawn back the same distance each time thus ensuring the
same poundage), it was quickly
realized that the clicker was more
than that. It was a device that
could tell the conscious mind to
release the arrow subconsciously.
I know that may sound confusing. Often, beginning archers
have a difficult time letting go at
the exact moment that they want
to. So, it is best to hear a signal,
in this case a clicking device, that
tells you when to let go so you
don’t have to worry about it anymore.
I personally recommend
putting a clicker on the bow as
soon as possible, usually within a
6

year of learning how to shoot.
Children will learn how to use a
clicker in no time. Adults have a
more difficult time due to their
ability to over-analyze. The longer
it takes for an archer to put the
clicker on, the more difficult it is
to eliminate the old habit and
develop the new habit. Most
beginning archers tend to draw,
aim, and then slowly relax their
draw to the extreme of almost
collapsing while aiming. This
means the draw length is different for every shot. It is just the
opposite of what you want to do.
Using a clicker will cure this form
fault. A constant drawing motion
is a must in using a clicker correctly. The difficulty is that the
motion as to be expanding and
not collapsing.
The type of clicker selected is
important as well. If the clicker
tension is too tight against the
arrow, it will push against the
plunger, causing it to compress.
Once the clicker clicks, the
plunger will push the arrow away
from the rest causing a miss to
the left. If the clicker tension is
too loose, the fletching may hit
the clicker as it goes by, causing
erratic arrow flight. This is caused
by the clicker hitting the bow and

then rebounding back toward the
arrow. The Beiter Model .25
Clicker is an excellent clicker to
use (it has the right amount of
tension).
Make sure you put the clicker
low enough over the arrow point
so that the clicker is consistent
when pulling through (see figure). If the clicker is too high
above the center of the point or is
angled from the point too much,
it may have the tendency to move
forward due to the pressure
applied against it with the point.
This would give you a changing

draw length from shot to shot.
Once you have the clicker on the bow, you will
need to have someone watch you shoot a few arrows
to determine where to put the clicker so that you
will draw naturally. If the clicker is too far forward or
too far backward from your natural draw, it will not
help you as it should. Once you shoot a few arrows
without the clicker, the person observing your point
location can tell you where to set your clicker. Once
it is set, then you need to shoot with the clicker a
few times to get a feel for it. Later you can move it
backward or forward to adjust it. Do not expect miracles the first few times you use it.
To learn how to use the clicker, it is very important to get close to the target so that you do not fear
that you will miss. I usually recommend shooting
from about 10 feet away and without a target, just a
blank bale. This gets you to focus on just the clicker
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and not much else. Load your bow with the clicker
and then, when you draw back to anchor, watch the
clicker. Since you are so close, you should not have
to worry about missing the target bales. Keep your
motion going and when the clicker “clicks” follow
through. That is all there is to it. Do this several
times. I recommend close-up blank bale shooting
during most of your practice sessions. This gets you
to focus more on you and your shot, instead of that
bullseye. The bullseye comes from you doing everything right with you and your shot.
There are a couple of ways to use the clicker
effectively. One is to watch your draw to set up and
then aim. The other is to aim while drawing without
looking at the clicker. I highly recommend you try
both. Some people will excel one way while others
will perform better the other way. Play with them
and see which one you are more comfortable with.
One final piece of advice. Use electrician’s tape
on the end of the clicker so that the point does not
“grate” on the clicker. Most of us become very sensitive to feeling the “click” as well as hearing. If you
only feel it, your conscious and subconscious get
really confused and most people will flinch the shot
and shoot through the clicker. Using the tape helps
eliminate this problem.
The clicker is your friend and is one of the more
critical devices on your bow. Learn to use it correctly
and you will have excellent results and feel better
about your shooting. Good luck!
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Fingers or Release?
by chuck adams

The choice of fingers versus release aid can be agonizing for hunters, because the playing field is the
same regardless of how a bowhunter shoots. In target
archery, there are different playing fields — Olympic
competition, 3-D archery, indoor spot-shooting, etc.
Those various formats level one’s chances to win with
fingers or release. But when a deer or elk appears
inside 40 or 50 yards, the only consideration is
which string-releasing method will best put the critter on the ground.
On the surface of things, it would seem that a
mechanical release is superior in hunting. It is always
more accurate to squeeze a trigger or press a button,
rather than let the bowstring slide from multiple,
quivering fingers. It is no accident that the best
scores are invariably shot with release aids in competitions like the Buckmasters Pop-Up Animal Round,
IBO 3-D Nationals, and PAA indoor events.
The seeming superiority of release aids is spotlighted by such tournament success, and by release8

aid manufacturers who glowingly advertise their
wares. It is also indisputably true that the average
beginner, with an average, very short (axle-to-axle)
compound bow, can tune the setup and become
accurate more quickly with a release aid than with
fingers. Not surprisingly, some 70 to 75-percent of
modern bowhunters now shoot with some sort of
mechanical bowstring release. Within the archery
industry itself, this percentage approaches 100-percent.
But, I’m here to tell you that the target-shooting
advantage of release aids becomes very murky in
hunting situations. Some of the most successful
archery hunters of my acquaintance still pursue
game with fingers wrapped about the bowstring, and
this is not a haphazard choice. I personally harvest
three-fourths of all my animals with a finger release,
and know for certain that fingers serve me better in
some situations.
Here’s a look at fingers versus release in serious
hunting.
A finger release is more difficult to perfect. It is
tougher on muscles in fingers, wrist, and forearm.
But it is faster to use in lickety-split, field-shooting
scenarios. Unlike a mechanical aid, there is no “fumble factor” with fingers when the shooting chips are
down.
For example, two of my best, all-time archery
animals would still be walking had I used a mechanical release. My September 1995 mountain Caribou is
the current World Record for that subspecies with
both Pope and Young and Safari Club International.
That fine animal broke a former record that stood for
17 years. My October 1999 non-typical mule deer
from Alberta, Canada is among the largest ever taken
with a bow in that province. Both animals unexpectedly moved across narrow shooting lanes, allowing

A traditional finger release is quiet, quick, dependable,
and reasonably accurate with regular practice.

me only two or three seconds to draw and shoot.
Fingers let me get the job done; a release aid would
have required a few seconds too long.
In tree-stand or ground-blind hunting, deliberate
shooting with a release aid is normally possible. On
fast-moving, ground-level shots, fingers are sometimes more fluid and more effective.
It worries me that I’ve seen release aids fail so
many times in hunting situations. They occasionally
freeze up in subzero weather. They jam when dust
and grime are excessive. Once in awhile, they break.
By comparison, fingers never break, jam, or freeze.
Simple and dependable can be better in hunting.
A bow shot with fingers is quieter than the same
bow shot with a release aid. Remember: Animals,
unlike targets, can hear the shot and duck the arrow.
A hard-jaw release strums the bowstring like a guitar
pick, whereas the softer flesh of fingers mutes bowstring-releasing vibration. On skittish creatures like
Whitetail deer, this can make all the difference
between shooting success and failure.
Release aids also tend to wear out the bowstring.
I’ve seen serving break several times as archers drew
on animals. The result was never good. A tied-in
string loop prevents this problem and also helps to
dampen extra shooting noise associated with a bowstring release.
ARCHERY FOCUS
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Bowhunting
Organizations:
Becoming an Outdoors
Woman College of Natural
Resources, UWSP
Stevens Point, WI 54481
Bowhunters of North America
P.O. Box 1702
Bismarck, ND 58502
Christian Bowhunters of America
3460 W . 13th St
.
Cadillac, MI 49601
Int’l Hunter Education Association
P.O. Box 490
W illington, CO 80548
National Bowhunter Education
Foundation
249B E. 29th St
reet, #503
Loveland, CO 80538
National Crossbow Hunters
Organization
4741 S.R. 107 NE
W ashington C.H., OH 43160
Physically Challenged
Bowhunters of America
RD #1, Box 470
New Alexandria, PA 15670
Pope & Young Club
15E. 2nd St
reet
Chatfield, MN 55923
Professional Bowhunters Society
P.O. Box 246
Terrell, NC 28882
Safari Club International
32045 DeQuindre
M adison Heights, MI 48071
The National Crossbowman
398 E State St
reet
Kennett Square, PA 19346
World Bowhunter Association
205 Pleasant Avenue
Park Rapids, MN 56470
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There’s nothing more accurate on targets than
a well-tuned bow with a trigger release.

What about the accuracy superiority of a release aid? In my experience, an accomplished finger shooter
can group arrows well enough to bag
animals out to 40, 50, and occasionally even 60 yards. Groups will
never be as good as those from a
skillful release-aid user, but arrow
groups alone do not bag animals. If I
can keep all my arrows inside 2 to 3
inches at 20 yards and 4 to 6 inches
at 40 yards, I’ll hit a deer’s 8-inch
vital chest zone every time. Such
“hunting accuracy” might not win
archery tournaments, but it will
drop animals all day long.
Here are two tips for those who
like the idea of simple, dependable
finger shooting at game.
First, choose a compound bow at
least 45 inches long between the
axles. A recurve bow should be at
least 60 inches long, and a longbow
should measure at least 68. Not
many compound bow manufacturers
cater to finger shooters, but companies like Hoyt USA and Reflex still
offer some superb finger-shooting
compounds long enough to prevent

finger pinch at full draw.
Second, draw your compound
bow with three fingers and release
with two. Some good finger shots
relax the bottom finger; others relax
the top finger. Either way works better than a three-finger release,
because it’s easier to release smoothly and consistently with only two
fingers about the string. Don’t try
this with a hunting recurve bow or
longbow over 50 pounds, because
there’s no let-off to ease tension on
your fingers.
All the best finger shooters I
know use tabs — not shooting
gloves. Gloves groove deeply over
time, restricting a smooth and accurate release.
There is more than one way to
do most things right. Some successful bowhunters use mechanical
release aids, especially in deliberate
stand-hunting situations. Others prefer the silence, simplicity, and speed
of shooting with fingers. Whichever
your choice, be sure you practice
hard, make your chosen technique
second nature, and shoot only within your personal sure-kill distance.

compound tech 100

Gearing Up
by drew wilcock

So, you are thinking about entering a competition, but you don’t
know what to expect. Relax. In
this installment of Compound Tech
100 we’re going to help you “gear
up” for some of the more popular
tournaments and events.
You already have your basic bow
set up, and not much will change
there. Although, if you’re thinking
of shooting outdoor events, and
you have been shooting fat, heavy
aluminum arrows you may wish
to invest in some quality carbon
arrows. You may also wish to try
a couple of different diameters of
scopes if you find your existing
sight interferes with the arrow’s
flight path. But don’t go buy too
many new gadgets until you get
your feet wet in a little competition.
Indoor Events Indoor events are
probably the easiest shoots to prepare for. All you really need is
your bow, and enough arrows to
comply with the requirements of
the tournament’s format. Most of
the time in FITA competitions
you shoot ends of three arrows
and in NFAA competition you
shoot ends of five arrows.
If you get hooked on the comARCHERY FOCUS
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petitive and social aspects of tournament play, you’ll find yourself
shopping for a decent hip quiver,
preferably one with a little storage
room for small tools, releases, and
such. You may also decide a nice
pair of binoculars, or a monocular
might come in handy. Keep in
mind, if you decide to start shopping for optics, that many of the
governing bodies for 3-D competition have set a limit on the size
of binoculars you may legally use,
so check with your organization
on their rules. This rule was put
in place to keep archers from having too great of an advantage on
unmarked distances. So, if 3-D is

what you are focused on, check
the rule books before you spend
your hard earned dollars on an
item that will wind up as dead
weight in your bow case. You
really don’t need to go overboard
on high magnification for indoors
anyway. Most indoor target formats are shot from 18 meters or
20 yards and, although it may
vary across the country, it’s pretty
rare to see more than a 35 yard
shot at a local indoor 3-D. But, if
you anticipate shooting outdoor,
longer tournaments, you might
want to invest in a new sight.
Most clubs or shops hosting
indoor events will provide bow

11

racks, seating for competitors and
spectators, and in many cases
concessions for your convenience.
If you’re not sure what facilities
are being provided by the tournament host, it’s a good idea to call
ahead to find out what else you
may need to be prepared for.
Outdoor FITA Moving outdoors
presents a couple of new aspects
to getting ready to shoot. Just as
with indoor rounds, you will be
shooting from the same line
throughout the tournament. But
in outdoor competition, instead of
being 18 meters or 20 yards from
the target, you are looking at distances of up to 90 meters. (That’s
about 99.5 yards to those of you
that aren’t meter friendly.)
At the bigger shoots you can
expect all the amenities and conveniences that you enjoy indoors;
seating, bow racks, etc. But at the
local level you may want to plan
for a basic field. Folding chairs
are relatively cheep, and easy to
pack in the trunk of the car, a
portable bow stand is also a good
idea.

Keep in mind that you will be
shooting as many as 144 arrows
for score, so be prepared to be
outside, and active, all day. Be
prepared with proper clothing for
any weather conditions, they
don’t cancel archery tournaments
due to rain or other bad weather
conditions. They will only cancel
12

them in the event of lightning, so
be prepared. You may very well
be exposed to the entire inventory
of mother nature’s arsenal in one
day. Always pack rain gear, no
matter what the weather man
says. Sweaters and sweat shirts
don’t take up much room in a day
pack. You’ll need sunscreen, and
lots of water. Bug repellent is a
good idea too. Comfortable walking shoes with plenty of support
will leave your feet happy and
don’t forget to cover your head
with a hat of some type.
You may find that your handheld binoculars are difficult to
work with at the longer distances.
Most archers that just absolutely
have to see the target from the
shooting line have invested in a
spotting scope for outdoor formats like these, or at least a tripod for their binoculars.
Field and Outdoor 3-D These
shoots present some new challenges for gearing up. Now, not
only do you have to be prepared
for anything, you also have to

make it portable. Once you enter
the course, you may not see your
vehicle, or have access to any
back-up equipment, for several
hours. Some archers will tote a
back pack around the range,
while many others will take
advantage of useful, innovative
products being produced by most
of the industry’s quiver manufactures. From padded waste belts to
modular accessories such as water
bottles, fanny packs, and bow
holders, these folks have really
put a lot of thought in to helping
you comfortably take your equipment on the trail. Keep in mind
that the terrain will vary from
mild to absurd Even in the best
conditions, it’s never level or
smooth. A good pair of hiking
shoes or boots would be a really
good idea on field and 3-D courses.
Well, that’s all I have for you
this time. See’ya on the shooting
line.

ARCHERY FOCUS
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equipment review - recurve

Th e A pe r t u r e
Signpost of the Shot
by george tekmitchov
George is a senior development engineer for Easton Technical Products and a member of the Hoyt international staff. He has been
known to shoot a bow, occasionally. Any agreement between this article and the views of his employer is pure coincidence.

People love to play around with
sight apertures. They’re usually
inexpensive, there’s a wide variety
of them out there, and they can
have a big temporary effect on
how you shoot the shot. The reason for this is that the aperture
has an influence on how you perceive the target, which can affect
your focus and shot timing.
The sight aperture for the
Olympic bow, like a few other
bits of equipment we use, are regulated by FITA. Basically, you
can’t have any magnifying, optical, or electronic elements and the
sight itself can only provide for a
single aiming reference. That
sounds limiting, but in practice,
there are still lots of ways to make
an aperture that conforms to the
rules.
While there are exceptions,
we can characterize apertures
three ways: the open ring, the
pin, and the ring with pin.
The Open Ring The ring aperture is very popular for one
important reason: It works ! The
human eye is naturally tuned to
line things up by centering them
14

in a ring. While it seems this
allows lots of movement, that’s
not a bad thing as we will discuss.
The Pin Technically, the pin
isn’t really an aperture at all, it is
a reticle which is placed either on
the target, or on a reference on
the target. Pins come in lots of
forms, from glowing plastic fiber
optic to matchsticks.
The Ring With Pin This is also
a very popular aperture, and
serves as a combination of a (usually small) pin centered in a ring.
How These Work (WARNING !
The following is heavy with the
author’s opinion ! Your mileage
may vary.)

The Open Ring The chief advantage of the open ring is that it
allows you to focus on what you
want to hit. This allows a natural
aim. The use of the open ring is
still relatively new (in the context
of a sport as old as archery, anyhow). Dick Tone used it to great
success in the 1960’s and so most
of his students in the U.S. use an
open ring. Recently, I have been
using a variable diameter ring, the
German-made AMBO iris-aperture, which is composed of an
Anschutz type movable iris aperture in a sturdy mount. This
allows me to have the same “target picture” at all the FITA distances. A simpler and very effective sight ring is the Full Adjust
aperture, sold by Lancaster
Archery Supply. This aperture
comes with a removable pin
(more on this later) and is used
by a number of top archers in the
U.S. Another very popular variation on the ring sight is the Beiter
Sight Tunnel, which comes with a
wide variety of colored apertures
and reticles in many shapes and
at least two sizes. (As an aside,

starting about 12 years ago, a lot
of archers started using the cut-off
round shanks of Beiter nocks as
inserts in their sight rings for better visibility.)
The advantage of the ring
sight is the natural aiming feel
and a resulting quicker shot. The
downside is some people have a
problem aiming off in the wind
with a ring aperture-the sight
keeps wanting to return to the
center!

ARCHERY FOCUS
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The Pin Straight pin sights are a
lot less common among Olympic
Bow shooters. There are at least
two ways to use a pin sight. One
is to just put the pin on the gold
and fire away. Some people have
no problem with this, but lots of
other don’t like it as much
because the pin obscures their
goal, which is to hit that part of
the target hiding behind the pin.
Some people find they get a better
result by focusing on the pin itself
and letting the target go blurry.
This is similar to the proper sight
picture for a pistol. This method
works for some people, but can
have mixed results in the wind.
Some people have mental problems holding the pin comfortably
on the gold. This can often be
cured by switching to an open
ring.

The second method is to hold
the pin on some reference area on
the target, such as the top of the
blue. This can be useful in cases
where, for example, a shooter is

limited in draw weight and can’t
reach the target with a direct setting. Usually, though, this method
is used as a work-around for mentally-based shot execution problems. The pin’s main advantage is
in letting the archer aim off with
more confidence in the wind.

15

The Ring With Pin
This sight option
has the advantages of the ring
sight and the
hold-off capability
of the pin sight,
and is a good
compromise if the
pin isn’t too distracting. Most top
coaches say the
proper way to use
this sight is to
focus on the target, letting the pin
go blurry. Some coaches think the archer should
focus on the pin and let the target go blurry. It seems
a lot of shooters who use this sight do both at times
as needed. For instance, in good weather, the archer
might want to focus on the target through the ring
and ignore the blurry pin. In wind, these shooters
might focus on the pin, putting it on a reference point
on the now blurry target, and shoot. It’s a very individual thing. Many of the top Korean shooters use
this type of aperture, and this type of aperture is standard on most sights.
Some of these types of sights use a bright fiber
optic component. In some cases shooters find this
mentally troublesome after some period of use, and
end up having to remove the pin entirely. One of the
nicer apertures of this type is the Spigarelli aperture,
which suspends a little orange dot on a fine crosshair
in a holder. This type is popular in Europe.
The examples discussed above are just a few of
the many varieties of apertures. There are literally
hundreds out there when you consider home-made
apertures. Try to find one that works well for you.
Perhaps there is one which allows you to execute the
shot without thinking about the aperture!
As an aside, I would like to thank my friend and
occasional practice partner Denise Parker for the
opportunity to write for Archery Focus. This concludes
my output of articles for now. Thanks for reading and
remember to always enjoy your archery!

16

Finding
Your
Shot
Or There’s More Than One Way To Hit The 10 Ring
by don rabska

What is your shot and where is your
focus? In our constant pursuit of the
“perfect shot” we find there is more
than one way to consistently hit the
center. To be consistent requires consistent technique and consistent focus,
along with the correct feel for your
personal shooting form.
All of the following variations
in shooting technique revolve
around the fast shot, where the
string contacts the chin at anchor
for no more than 3 seconds. But
consistently finding that feeling in
your body that you know will
allow you to hit the center is not
an easy task. Therefore, some
experimentation is required to
help you get in touch with your
body to find exactly what your
shot is. All archers are different, so
in this case one size does not fit
all. There is no magic to shooting
well except hard work and lots of
practice ... and often that is not
enough.
Being a good archer is like
being a fine musician, you have to
feel the music to play well and you
have to feel your shot to shoot
well. Archery has to be easier than
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playing the violin or guitar, there
is only one string on your bow.
This brings me to a point that
good shots usually sound good
too. I have often worked with students where I would not watch
them shoot but only listen to the
sound of the bow. The bow will
make a noticeably different sound
from good shots to one that was a
little on the rough side. OK, back
from my tangent to the main topic.
First, don’t be afraid to experiment a little, it is the fastest way to
learn. Following are several techniques that I recommend trying.
These techniques should greatly
help you find your standard feeling, which creates your standard
shot. If you talk to top archers and
ask them the question of what
they focus on during the shot, be
prepared for many different
answers. This is the same as asking
a violinist how to play the violin.
Putting an actual feeling or sensation into words is not easy. You
will find that elite archers all have
a certain similarity in what they try
to explain, although each will likely have a very different way of

explaining it. To shoot a good
shot, you must focus on the action
of what you are doing at that
moment, that is, in real time.
There can be no future and no
past during the shot, only now.
How you focus and where you
focus is the key. Try each of the
following examples at least 20 to
30 times and see how you best
connect with your shot and technique. After trying each technique,
ask yourself, was it easy to find
this feeling and maintain focus or
was it difficult?
I suggest you try the following
focus techniques well before any
major tournament. Or, if you have
nothing to lose in trying these
techniques, what the heck, you
might make a big leap forward in
your own awareness of your shooting form if you work on it during
a competition. The important
thing to remember is to find what
works in competition, not just
what works in practice and training. You want your tournament
technique to be the same as your
practice technique.
continued on page 24
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Using the

Back-Tension Release Aid
Part 1 of 2
by Larry Wise

The phone rings. I answer and the voice on the other
and effort into learning how to use a tension release
ends says “You don’t know me, but I’ve been having
so that you can find out how good you can be in
trouble with my shooting and aiming and wondered
archery. Not that you have to use this type of release
if you could help me out?” I reply with “Maybe, what
to win but you do need to learn how to make a
seems to be the problem?” From here the conversa“good” archery shot and this release will teach you
tion goes as many before have gone with some thing
that. After you know that, it’s up to you to determine
like this, “I start out each shooting session okay but,
how far you want to go in archery.
after a few arrows, I can’t seem to get the sight near
The reason you should use a tension release is to
the middle. If I do I can’t keep it there while I set off
learn how to properly conclude a good archery shot
the trigger on my release. What can I do?”
and to train your body to repeat that technique over
The archer on the other end of the phone line
and over.
knows what I’m going to say before I say it; that’s
The Shot Objective The objective of the archery
why he called. I’m going to tell him, or her, that if
form that I teach, Core Archery, is to complete each
they want help they would have to make a commitshot by executing back tension. It’s important that
ment to use a back-tension release aid and I would
you understand the
be able to show them how
significance of havand give them a routine for “If you have the dreaded “P” word, you
ing this objective.
practice. After that, they
need
to
learn
how
to
use
a
tension
Most archers say that
could continue using it for
practice and try using their
release to find out how good you can be.” their objective when
nocking an arrow is
other release occasionally.
to shoot it into the x-ring but the arrow hitting the xThey sometimes make an appointment to come
ring is the result of something my body does. At
for the help or give the noncommittal answer of “I’ll
archery’s highest level, the bow and arrow are inconthink it over and get back to you.” “Thinking it over”
sequential to the shooting act. When your body permeans they aren’t really sure they want to invest the
forms correctly, you know upon release that the
required effort into archery. It means they are sufferarrow is going to hit the x. You don’t have to look,
ing from the “McDonalds’ Syndrome” and my solubecause it’s automatic and, if the arrow does miss the
tion wasn’t going to be quick, easy, and give change!
x you don’t care, because you executed the shot perWhy Use A Back Tension Release Aid The above
fectly and that’s what really matters.
scenario is one of many that play out on my phone
The score is secondary, the execution is primary
or during seminars. Target panic, either snap shootand execution means back tension.
ing or freezing, is usually the reason I recommend
Back tension can be defined as the contraction of
the use of a back-tension release aid. If you have the
the
rhomboid muscles (the ones that move your
dreaded “P” word, then you need to invest some time
scapulas, or shoulder blades) on your dominant or
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drawing side. This causes the scapula to slide and
rotate a small amount toward the spine while the
drawing shoulder, drawing arm and release hand all
follow. When performed correctly, back tension can
be done more consistently than any other releasing
method and results in long-term, reliable archery performance.
How The Release Works The typical tension release
has few parts and no trigger (see figure). The handle
can be gripped by two, three, or four fingers and
holds a semicircular metal shear. The shear is used to
catch and hold another part, the key, until the release
handle is rotated several degrees. At a controlled
angle the key slips off the shear, the release rope slips
off the key hook, and the bowstring is released.

key
shear

handle
The handle must be rotated in order for this
release to set off the bowstring. It rotates when the
hand that’s holding it changes position and the fingers on that hand tighten. Anyone can make that
happen by a simple twist of the wrist but, it can and
should happen through the use of back-tension as
defined previously.
Why It Solves Panic Problems Target panic is mental. Target panic is too many thoughts happening at
the same critical time, the time just prior to release.
Good archery shots occur when only two signals are
being sent by the brain, aim and tighten rhomboids.
Under these simple conditions the body cannot interfere with the execution of the shot and the arrow will
impact the spot being sighted (if the sight is adjusted
properly). In other words, the brain and the body
don’t know when the shot is going to be released and
cannot do anything to adversely affect its flight.
If some other thought enters this simple little
world, then the body might be cued to perform an
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action that will adversely and uncontrollably affect
the shot. Some call this “anticipating the shot.” It’s
only natural that the body reacts to a thought, so the
real problem becomes thought elimination.
Extra thoughts can creep into your archery shot
when you use a release aid that has a trigger. At some
point in the “aim and tighten” phase of the shot you
think about touching the trigger and at that point
your “aim” and/or your “tighten” is disturbed. Usually
your bow arm reacts in anticipation but the tightening of your rhomboids may also be affected. In either
case, the shot will be disturbed and the arrow won’t
hit the desired target.
Obviously, the “touching the trigger” thought
needs to be eliminated so the thought process just
prior to release is as simple as it can be. The “clicker”
deals with this problem by inserting an audible signal
cueing the archer to touch the trigger quickly to
cause shot execution (see “So You Want to Try a
Clicker” in this issue). Some release aids require a
relaxation of your finger or fingers in order to be triggered which may, or may not, help the process.
Neither of these solutions relies on the use of back
tension and good body position. Neither relies on
maximizing skeleton and minimizing muscle, which
is the secret of consistent archery. The tension release
aid does.
The tension release works mental wonders
because you have the entire handle in you fingers
from the beginning of the draw. You don’t have to
think about touching anything; you’re already touching it. You do have to think about proper body position, proper head position, aiming, and tightening
your rhomboid muscles. Once your body position is
established, you can start the aim and tighten process
and continue it until, in time, the shear and key separate. You can remain immersed in aiming and tightening and allow the release aid to determine when
the shot will go off. Your thought process remains
uncluttered and efficient and your body does only
positive actions.
In the second and final part of this article I will
give you a set of starting exercises, exercises for further training, tournament use, switching to other
releases after training, and some tips for finger shooters using the tension release.
Shoot straight, keep well.
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The Importance of ...

Practice Sessions That Have a Plan
by mike gerard

Why is it important to go into a
practice session with a plan?
Practice is practice, right? Not
hardly.
Many competitors try to do their
best everyday, always reaching for
that new personal best. I don’t
know anyone that gets up in the
morning, puts on their clothes,
socks and shoes and looks in the
mirror and says, “Today, I plan to
screw up.” I believe that most all
of us have the very best of intentions when it comes to personal
performance. Some folks are just
better at getting where they’re
going for some reason. Regardless
of where you are within the talent
scale, having a plan to follow
makes the road smoother on the
way to your destination.
I have a variety of different
practice sessions that I use on a
regular basis and each one has a
different goal and plan for reaching that goal. Sound complicated?
I’m a simple kind of guy and I
assure you that the system is easy
to follow. I have three categories
of practice session:
1. Improving my technique.
Working on my form.
2. Testing equipment or trying
new devices or toys.
3. Preparing for a tournament.
The two weeks prior to a
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tournament I am interested in
attending I will have special tournament prep practice sessions.
The reason for this is to try to
reach a peak in performance at
tournament time. This is really
difficult to accomplish while you
are testing equipment or working
on your technique. I didn’t
choose the tournament prep category first because it is more
important than the other two. I
only chose it first because it is the
category that everyone wants to
master the most, “The key to
Pandora’s box!”
Preparing For A Tournament I
hope it does not disappoint you
when I say all that I do to prepare
for an event is to keep score. I
shoot every arrow as if I were on
the line in the World
Championships. I keep score and
challenge myself to do better each
day. Why? Because you shoot differently when you keep score and
push yourself than you do when
there is nothing at stake. Everyone gets tournament jitters when
you’re in an event. The winners
are the archers that can keep their
form under pressure. So I need to
know how to do just that—put
pressure on myself and perform
my best under the pressure. If
you can do it in practice, you can

do it in a tournament right? I
have heard that soooo many
times, but I have also seen some
world record practice shooters
that don’t seem to be able to do it
when the whistle blows. The reason is, they stumble onto that
great performance in practice
without a real plan involved and
don’t know how to get back there
come tournament time.
I recommend using the correct size target so you have a feel
for the face size you will be
shooting in competition. I have
had friends that practice on a
smaller target so in the tournament it seems easier. For me, I
shoot the correct number of
arrows and score a round just as
if I were in an event. About the
only thing I lack is a time clock.
If I had one, I would use it too!
The closer I can simulate the
actual event, the better my
chances are of shooting the same
when the whistle blows. During
this practice period (two weeks
before an event) it is not wise to
switch pieces on your equipment
unless absolutely necessary, such
as your other one broke. Shooting
with the same equipment breeds
confidence. Changing equipment
will dilute your confidence level
to some degree and take time to
build it back. George Tekmitchov

has pointed out the false, shortterm improvement that comes
with trying a new gadget. The
problem occurs once reality
comes back around and settles in
(January/February AF, “Making
The Most Of That New Stuff”).
We need all the confidence we
can get prior to an event, so stay
away from the “new toy” syndrome. (I’m sure all the dealers
just scratched my name off their
Christmas lists!) I don’t mean
don’t try new stuff. I do all the
time, just don’t do it before an
event or during your tournament
practice sessions in the two weeks
prior to an event. No matter how
cool the new toy is, I guarantee
you have diluted your confidence
level to some degree with a new
gadget.
The plan for this practice session is to challenge myself daily.
Go into the tournament practice
sessions with fire and pizazz and
challenge yourself everyday as if
you were in the most important
event of your life. If you can
shoot well under pressure, you
can do it in the tournament.
Testing New Equipment Well,
that paragraph on new stuff leads
us into the second category of
practice sessions I use called “testing new equipment.” I have not
seen it said better than George T.
did in his article in the
January/February issue, so instead
of being second best, I will refer
you again to his article on testing
new toys. While testing equipment, I recommend shooting for
score and putting the device to
the test by again using the rigors
and pressure of shooting for
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score. While testing new stuff, I
look for grouping patterns and
consistency. The other thing I find
useful is the ten count. I find that
my ten count tends to stay similar, I just have days where my less
than good shots are ugly. A good
shot is a good shot and everyone
has a certain number of them.
That number should correspond
to the number of tens you are getting. On a day where I can’t seem
to do anything to hit the ten ring,
I look closely at the changes in
my equipment. If you have a
backup bow, make it the test bow
and leave number one alone!
Make them both the same before
you leave for an event and again
refrain from changing anything
for two weeks prior to an event.
The plan for this type of practice session is to compare groups,
ten counts, and consistency. To
play with the newest toys and to
see if they fit into your setup as
well as or better than the “old
faithful equipment.”
Working On Form The last but
not least category of practice session I like to perform is the
“Improving my technique or
working on form session.” In this
type of practice session, I will use
whatever devices I have available.
Mirrors and video cameras are
great for getting immediate feedback. In this type of session, I do
not keep score. I may not even
shoot at a target. This is an
extremely useful type of session
for learning or relearning important parts of your technique. By
not trying to score, you can really
zero in on an issue and get it
under control. Don’t keep score

until you are sure you have the
newly learned parameter down
pat. Keeping score too soon only
raises doubts in our delicate ego
and undermines confidence. We
tend to need all the help we can
get in the confidence department,
so keeping score at this stage is
counterproductive. In many cases,
shooting without a target makes it
easier to manage change quickly.
Aiming at a target takes away
from the awareness you have to
offer to your newly developed
technique.
The plan for this type of practice session is to implement
change as quickly and smoothly
as possible. To become automatic
before pulling out the scorecards.
I make no attempt to shoot at
a blank bale at tournament time,
other than to smooth out or warm
up because I shoot a different
arrow without the target up. I
want all my shots to be the same
at tournament time. For the most
part, I prefer to warm up under
the same conditions I will have
when the whistle blows. That way
I am not trying to make my shots
at a target feel the same as the
ones on a blank bale. I use the
blank bale for awareness issues on
technique changes or warm up
type exercise only. By having specific goals for your practice sessions, it is easier to stay fresh and
be productive in every outing.
Once I am where I want to be
with my equipment and technique issues, it’s full steam ahead,
baby. Score, score, score and more
score! The challenge is the game
and the score is the reward!
See you on the field ….
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Anchor and Finger Positioning
by jennifer furrow-fonua

How do you know where you should
anchor your hand on your face and
where to position your fingers on the
string? There are several positions
that are effective and throughout this
article I will be explaining some of
the most common ones. We will
cover:
1. Anchor Positioning
a. Side Anchor
b. Center Anchor
2. Finger Positioning
a. Deep Hook
b. Tip Hook
Anchor Positioning
Deciding whether you should
shoot with a side anchor or a center anchor will mostly depend on
what feels most comfortable.
Another factor that will help you
decide is your facial structure.
Most people find it is easier to
shoot one way verses another.
The anchor position acts as a rear
sight for an archer, so its importance is understandable. The most
common anchor that taught to
beginning archers is the center
anchor because of its simplicity.
The Center Anchor To find the
center anchor you draw the string
to your face and align it directly
to the center of your face. Make
sure that the string touches the
center of your chin and the center
of your nose. It might be difficult
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for you to extend your neck to be
positioned correctly. This could
cause you to see double or to
adopt a poor line with your body
and the arrow.
The Side Anchor The side
anchor is a little harder to master
than the center anchor. To use the
side anchor you draw back the
string and anchor it on the side of
your face. The string should be
touching the center of your nose
and also touching the side of your
chin. You must make sure that
you do not anchor the string too
far back on your face. This will
cause the string to hit the side of
your face or chin when releasing
the string. This is caused because
the string oscillates horizontally
when you release it, causing the
string to hit your face if you have
anchored too deeply. With the
side anchor you will find that you
can usually get a good line and
aim easier. Just remember that the
side anchor is harder to master.
While trying these anchors, it
is important to “get in line with
the arrow.“ This your body should
be in line with the target and with
the arrow. This is accomplished
by having the drawing elbow in
line with the arrow at full draw
and also having your body positioned correctly at the shooting
line. In both types of anchor posi-

tioning discussed, the top edge of
your index finger must be pressed
firmly against your chin; this is
your anchor spot. Keep your
thumb and fingers relaxed with
your lips together and back teeth
touching. This will help with consistency in whatever style you
choose to shoot. Consistency is
the most important thing in
archery, especially with anchor
positioning. The string must
touch your chin and nose the
same every time. The choice
should be the one that gives you
the most consistency.
Finger Positioning
The way that you position your
fingers on the string is also an
important part of shooting consistency. There are two main choices
on finger positioning and they are
the deep hook, which is drawing
with the string deep in the fingers, or the tip hook, which is
drawing with the string on the
tips of your fingers.
The Deep Hook Getting a deep
grip on the string might be difficult at first, but when it is mastered, it will help to create a lot of
consistency because your fingers
will not move or slip. To get a
deep grip on the string you take
your three drawing fingers (index,
middle, and ring) and put them

on the string with the nock
between the index and middle
finger. Place the string past the
first joint (some archers even
choose to go past the second
joint) getting a good grip on the
string while keeping the back of
the hand relaxed. Keep the wrist
relaxed and straight with the only
tension found in the fingers. This
will help you maintain a good
grip on the string throughout the
shot. Some archers find that the
deep grip helps them relax their
arms and use their backs more.
The Tip Hook To use the tip
hook, you would place your three
drawing fingers on the string and
do the same as in the deep grip
only position the string in front of
the first joint. Some archers feel
that the tip hook will help to get
off the string better, although
sometimes this grip causes the
fingers to slip or move when
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drawing. You will find that using
the tip hook causes some stress
on the forearms as compared with
the deep hook, where there is
minimal stress.
After choosing a style, stick
with it and it will show consistency. Both styles are used commonly. The one that you choose
should be the one that offers the
greatest comfort, ease of release,
and security.
There is a common problem
found in beginning archers who
are learning where to position
their fingers on the string. This is
the arrow falling off the rest while
being drawn back. This can be
easily fixed by checking some key
points - make sure that the drawing hand is flat and straight and
that there is no movement in the
fingers or the hand. Check when
drawing back the arrow that it is
in line with the bow arm. Do not

pull the string to the side or out
and around when drawing back.
Be sure that you are drawing with
the back and shoulders and that
the point of the elbow at full draw
is in line with the arrow. Also,
have someone check to see if you
are canting the bow. Canting is
tilting the bow either right or left.
The correct position of the bow is
straight up and down. Do not
allow your fingers to touch the
nock. When the fingers are touching the nock or “pinching the
arrow,” this will cause the arrows
to hit high or low on the target.
There should be no contact with
the arrow and no pressure on it.
Spread your fingers out leaving a
minimal amount of room between
them and the nock. Pinching the
arrow is the most common cause
of arrows falling off the rest.
You should now be able to
choose a proper anchor position,
either on the side of your face or
in the center. You should also be
able to choose which style of finger positioning on the string to
use, either a deep hook or a tip
hook. Remember that with any of
the styles you choose, there will
be some advantages and disadvantages. The main thing to keep
in mind is the style you choose
should be the one that offers you
the greatest comfort, security, and
consistency.
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The first technique to try is
focusing on your drawing elbow.
Keep your mind totally focused on
the tip of the elbow during the
entire shot once you start the
draw. Keep your total
conscious focus on the
elbow. Don’t think, only
focus on that point and
feel your elbow moving
in a straight line.
Obviously, It won’t
move in a straight line
but that is the sensation
you want to create (If
you think about moving
your elbow around it
will throw your body
out of alignment). After
20 to 30 arrows, ask
yourself how it felt. Was
it easy to feel the motion
of the elbow in a
straight line? Was the
feeling easy to reproduce and can you find it
when you want to? Ask
yourself lots of questions of what it felt like
and is it a feeling I can
find anytime. Be sure to
write down what each
technique felt like so
you can review it later.
Now try the same
thing but this time focus
only on the scapula
(shoulder blade) of the
drawing arm. Do not
think of the muscles, only the
bone. Focus your mind fully on
the feeling of the scapula moving
directly toward the target. Again,
there is no time but now, focus all
your effort on the action and what
it feels like to have constant
motion of the scapula directly
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toward the center of the target. Do
this for 20 to 30 shots and ask
yourself if it was easier to feel this
or was it easier to feel the elbow
moving in a straight line behind

me? Think of different ways to ask
yourself about the feeling and the
ease of finding that feeling. Most
archers will find one technique is
easier to feel than the other.
If you are someone who has a
good “back half,” that is a good
natural draw motion but you feel

your bow arm needs work, you
might find the following works
better for you. If you focus on
your bow arm, make sure you
“reach toward the target“ from
under the arm, not
from the muscles at
the top of the shoulder. If you use the
tendons under the
arm to reach toward
the center of the target, it will keep your
bow shoulder in place
and allow you to
extend toward the target while creating a
strong position for the
bow shoulder and
bow arm. Focus only
on reaching from
under the arm toward
the target in the same
way you did with the
elbow and scapula.
Try this for the same
number of arrows and
ask yourself the same
questions to see how
this felt. Don’t forget
to take notes. After
completing this third
technique, compare
your notes for each
one, review the different feelings. Each
technique will create a
different picture in
your mind and a different level of concentration on the
way your shot felt during each
technique.
Now let‘s try a little more
advanced system for developing
control. In competition we see a
lot of archers who get stuck at full
draw, and for different reasons.

Some freeze from fear and some
get stuck simply from having too
much tension in the wrong parts of
your body that cause them to “lock
up” at full draw. The following
technique should help in learning
to relax and to control your body
for a well executed shot.
Work on this technique at
close distance, only four or five
meters from the target. Draw the
bow to your full draw position
until you are about 1/8” (3 mm)
from coming through the clicker
and STOP. Yes, I used the “S”
word, but for good reason. Now,
relax everything, both arms,
biceps, hands, legs everything but
your lower stomach and the muscles of the scapula that are now
holding the weight of the bow.
Here you can work on your control. Hold for about 6 to 10 sec-
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onds until you can feel the weight
of the bow in your draw arm
scapula, then move the scapula
toward the target in a smooth
motion. Focus your mind only on
the scapula and feel the motion
toward the target. That is a good
way of building shot control.
Here is another way of developing fine control. Do exactly the
same thing by stopping at 1/8”
before the clicker. Again, relax but
this time the focus and control is
different. While holding in a
relaxed position, expand through
the clicker by raising your sternum
(chest) straight up toward the sky
while holding your scapulas down
in their normal positions. It should
feel like your shoulders are going
down while your chest is going up.
It is important that the chest rise
straight up and not out. If the

chest is raised out, your ribs will
rise causing you to arch your back,
a big no–no. This technique causes
the chest to expand while keeping
everything in position and the shot
goes off with amazing power.
When trying this system, make
sure not to let the draw elbow
drop down, just maintain your
position. By expanding the chest
up, the draw arm scapula should
feel like it automatically goes
toward the target.
Until next time, keep up the
quality practice and give each and
every shot 100% of your effort.
You owe it to yourself to know you
gave every arrow your full attention. Good Shooting!
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1999

A R C H E R Y
S U N D AY

M O N D AY
27

T U E S D AY

28

C A L E N D A R

W E D N E S D AY

29

30

T H U R S D AY

F R I D AY

S AT U R D AY

1

2

3
NAA-Garden State Games,
Bloonfield, NJ
NAA-W isconsin and JOAD
Championships, LaCrosse, WI

4

5

6

7

8

NAA-W isconsin and JOAD
Championships, LaCrosse, WI

11
NAA-115th National Target
Championships, Oxford, OH
IBO-Bowhunter Challenge,
Nelsonville, OH

12
NAA-115th
National Target
Championships,
Oxford, OH

18

13
NAA-115th
National Target
Championships,
Oxford, OH

19

14
NAA-115th
National Target
Championships,
Oxford, OH

20

21

NFAA-Southwest 3-D Sectional,
TBA
ASAI
-llinois PRO-AM, Metropolis,
IL

15
NAA-115th
National Target
Championships,
Oxford, OH

22
FITA-XL W orld
Target
Championships,
Riom, France

9

IBO-Bowhunter Challenge,
Nelsonville, OH

16
NAA-115th National Target
Championships, Oxford, OH
ASAI
-llinois PRO-AM, Metropolis,
IL

25

26
FITA-XL W orld
Target Championships, Riom,
France
NFAA-Outdoor
Nat. Championships, W atkins
Glenn, NY
NAA-PSAA Field
Ch., Mechanicsburg, PA

27
FITA-XL W orld
Target
Championships,
Riom, France
NFAA-Outdoor
National
Championships,
W atkins Glenn,
NY

28
FITA-XL W orld
Target
Championships,
Riom, France
NFAA-Outdoor
National
Championships,
W atkins Glenn,
NY

29
FITA-XL W orld
Target
Championships,
Riom, France
NFAA-Outdoor
National
Championships,
W atkins Glenn,
NY

17
NFAA-Southwest 3-D Sectional,
TBA
ASAI
-llinois PRO-AM, Metropolis,
IL

23
FITA-XL W orld Target
Championships, Riom, France

con t from 24th →
NAA-Utah JOAD, Salt Lake City,
UT
NAA-PSAA Field Ch.,
M echanicsburg, PA

FITA-XL W orld Target
Championships, Riom, France
NAA-Georgia Games, Augusta, GA
NAA-Indiana Duel / State / JOAD
Outdoor Ch., Danville, IN
NAA-New Hampshire Outdoor Ch.,
Bow, NH
NAA-Utah JOAD, Salt Lake City,
UT
NAA-PSAA Field Ch.,
M echanicsburg, PA

10
NAA-115th National Target
Championships, Oxford, OH
IBO-Bowhunter Challenge,
Nelsonville, OH

24
FITA-XL W orld Target
Championships, Riom, France
NAA-FITA Qualifiers, Tucson, AZ;
Long Beach, CA
NAA-Idaho NAA/JOAD Outdoor
Championships, Arco, ID
NAA-Georgia Games, Augusta, GA
NAA-Indiana Duel/State / JOAD
Outdoor Ch., Danville, IN
← con t at left

30
NAA-National JOAD
Championships, Park City, UT
NFAA-Outdoor National
Championships, W atkins Glenn,
NY

31
NAA-National JOAD
Championships, Park City, UT

FOR DETAILED TOURNAMENT INFORMATION, CONTACT:

NFAA (National Field Archery Association) 800-811-2331

ASA (Archery Shooters Association) 770-795-0232

Pennwoods Traditional Bowhunter 412-845-7454

Buckmasters 800-240-3337

Seneca Tri-State Traditional Archers 412-884-4760

FITA (International Federation of Target Archers) 41-21-614-3050

Becoming an Outdoors Woman 715-228-2070

IBO (International Bowhunters Organization) 216-967-2137

Wolf Track Archery Club 612-780-3965

NAA (National Archery Association) 719-578-4621

Northstar Sportsmans Club 218-547-3890

NABH (North American Bowhunter / Sportsmans Quest) 800-224-4990

Indiana Bow and Gun Club 412-726-1111 or 412-465-2889
Powder Monkey 3-D 412-845-7454 or 412-845-6993

AUGUST
A R C H E R Y
S U N D AY

M O N D AY
1

2

9

C A L E N D A R

W E D N E S D AY

3
FITA-Pan A m
Games,
W innipeg, ONT,
CAN

NAA-National JOAD
Championships, Park City, UT
NAA-Georgia Outdoor
Championships, Kennesaw, GA

8

T U E S D AY

4
FITA-Pan A m
Games,
W innipeg, ONT,
CAN

10

11

T H U R S D AY
5
FITA-Pan A m
Games,
W innipeg, ONT,
CAN
IBO-1999 W orld
Championships,
Clymer, NY

12

F R I D AY

S AT U R D AY
6

7

FITA-Pan Am Games, W innipeg,
ONT, CAN
IBO-1999 W orld
Championships, Clymer, NY

FITA-Pan Am Games, W innipeg,
ONT, CAN
IBO-1999 W orld
Championships, Clymer, NY

13

NAA-New Mexico Outdoor
14
Ch., Rio Rancho, NM
NAA-Olympic Round Qualifier,
Tucson, AZ
NAA-Eastern Regional JOAD,
Seaford, NY
NAA-Eldorado Invitational, Long
Beach, CA
NAA-Neuqua Jr.Cup / Illinois
Outdoor Ch., Naperville, IL
ASA-W orld Ch. Classic, Atlanta,
GA

ASA-W orld Ch. Classic, Atlanta,
ASA-W orld Ch.
Classic, Atlanta, GA
GA

FITA-Pan Am Games, W innipeg,
ONT, CAN
IBO-1999 W orld Championships,
Clymer, NY

15

1999

16

17

18

19

20

NAA-Olympic and Elimination
Round, Sherwood, OR
NAA-Eldorado Invitational, Long
Beach, CA
NAA-Neuqua Jr.Cup / Illinois
Outdoor Ch., Naperville, IL
ASA-W orld Ch. Classic, Atlanta,
GA

21
NAA-Olympic Trials-Semifinals,
Bloomfield, NY
NAA-NACBLBS Ch., Flowerton, PA
NAA-PSAA Bowhunter / Animal
Ch., Mechanicsburg, PA
NAA-FITA Qualifier, Long Beach,
CA

22

23

24

NAA-Olympic Trials-Semifinals,
Bloomfield, NY
NAA-PSAA Bowhunter / Animal
Ch., Mechanicsburg, PA

NAA-Olympic
TrialsSemifinals,
Bloomfield, NY

NAA-Olympic
TrialsSemifinals,
Bloomfield, NY

29

30

31

25

26

27

28
NAA-Vi
rginia Outdoor Ch.,
Centreville, VA
NAA-New York Outdoor,Fulton,
NY
NFAA-M idstates Marked 3-D,
Ypsilanti, MI

NAA-New York Outdoor Ch.,
Fulton, NY
NFAA-M idstates Marked 3-D,
Ypsilanti, MI

FOR DETAILED TOURNAMENT INFORMATION, CONTACT:

NFAA (National Field Archery Association) 800-811-2331

ASA (Archery Shooters Association) 770-795-0232

Pennwoods Traditional Bowhunter 412-845-7454

Buckmasters 800-240-3337

Seneca Tri-State Traditional Archers 412-884-4760

FITA (International Federation of Target Archers) 41-21-614-3050

Becoming an Outdoors Woman 715-228-2070

IBO (International Bowhunters Organization) 216-967-2137

Wolf Track Archery Club 612-780-3965

NAA (National Archery Association) 719-578-4621

Northstar Sportsmans Club 218-547-3890

NABH (North American Bowhunter / Sportsmans Quest) 800-224-4990

Indiana Bow and Gun Club 412-726-1111 or 412-465-2889
Powder Monkey 3-D 412-845-7454 or 412-845-6993

NAA

NEWS

WORLD CHAMPIONS!!!
Ashley Kamuf & James Butts
Havana, Cuba United States’ archers Ashley Kamuf (Dale, IN)
and James Butts (Denver, CO) captured the women’s and men’s
compound bow titles, respectively, at the 5th World Indoor
Championships, held March 7-12. The U.S. men’s compound
team also won gold, setting a world record in the process, and the
U.S. women’s compound team earned the bronze medal. The
U.S. men’s Olympic bow squad also set a world record in placing
fourth.
Kamuf, just 16 years old, displayed great
poise under pressure in winning the gold
medal. She won both her 12-arrow quarterfinal and semi-final matches on tiebreakers. In the quarterfinal, Kamuf tied
Irma Luyting of The Netherlands, 115115, before winning the tie-breaker. She
won another tie-breaker in the semi-finals
against Great Britain’s Claire Trenaman,
after both archers shot scores of 116.
Kamuf had an easier time in the gold-medal match, winning 116111 over reigning world outdoor champion Fabiola Palazzini of
Italy. Trenaman won the bronze medal. Glenda Merrill (Bend,
OR) finished in 10th place for the U.S. and Jahna Davis (Helena,
MT) placed 13th. Kamuf is the third U.S. woman to win gold at
the World Indoor Championships. Merrill won in 1995 and Inga
Low (Roseville, CA) captured the gold medal in 1993. In 1998,
Kamuf won the Junior World Championship title in Sweden.
Butts became the fifth U.S. archer to win gold in the men’s compound division at each of the five World Indoor Championships.
Past gold medalists include Dee Wilde
(Pocatello, ID) in 1997, Mike
Hendrikse (Sheboygan, WI) in 1995,
Kirk Ethridge (Rogersville, TN) in
1993, and Joe Asay (Plymouth, MI) in
1991. Butts defeated Mario Ruele of
Italy in the quarterfinals, 117-115,
then edged Great Britain’s Simon
Tarplee, 118-117, before winning the
gold medal with a 115-114 victory
over Jonathan Mynott of Great Britain. Tarplee captured the
bronze medal. Mark Penaz (Phoenix, AZ) placed 13th for the U.S.
and Wilde finished in 44th place.
In the team round, the U.S. beat Italy, 266-259 and defeated the
team from El Salvador in the quarterfinals, 259-258. They then
beat Sweden, 265-263, to advance to the gold medal match
where they won a 265-258 decision over Great Britain. USA’s
cumulative score of 530 over the final two matches was a world
record, eclipsing the previous mark of 529 set by Switzerland in
1998. Sweden captured the bronze medal.
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The U.S. women’s compound team scored a 259-255 win over
Germany in the quarterfinal round, then lost a close semi-final
match to eventual gold medalist France by one arrow, 256-255.
The U.S. team won the bronze medal by defeating Great Britain,
261-254. Switzerland took the silver medal.
The U.S. did not advance any archers to the medal rounds of
the Olympic bow divisions. Rick Tollis (Webster, NY) was the
highest U.S. finisher in 5th place in the men’s division after dropping a 119-118 decision to eventual gold medalist Magnus
Petersson of Sweden. Shane Parker (Hurdle Mills, NC) lost his
12-arrow quarterfinal match to Italy’s Matteo Bisiani after Bisiani
shot a perfect score of 120 to Parker’s 116. Parker finished in 7th
place overall. Markian Ivashko of Ukraine won the silver medal
and Korea’s Jae Hun Chung took the bronze. The third member
of the U.S. team, Vic Wunderle (Mason City, IL) finished in 31st
place.
In the women’s Olympic bow, Kathie Loesch (Houston, TX) was
the best U.S. finisher in 12th place. Loesch lost her second round,
18-arrow elimination match, to eventual bronze medalist Agata
Bulwa of Poland, 173-171. Natalia Valeeva of Italy defeated
Ukraine’s Svitlana Bard in the gold-medal match on a tie-breaker
after both archers tied 116-116. Ruth Rowe (McLean, VA) finished in 32nd place and Judy DeVoll placed 35th for the U.S.
The men’s Olympic bow team finished in fourth place after losing to eventual silver medalist Italy in the semi-finals, 263-257,
and then to Germany in the bronze-medal match, 261-257. The
U.S. team defeated France in the quarterfinals, 268-260, setting
a world record in the process. The 268 points bettered the existing Team Match world record of 267 set in 1996 by Ukraine.
Australia won the gold medal.
The U.S. women’s Olympic bow team lost their quarterfinal
match to Turkey, 252-250, and finished in seventh place.
France won the gold medal, with Turkey earning the silver and
Ukraine capturing the bronze.
Correction We’re sorry; we
published the wrong picture of
Tara Griffitts in the March /
April issue. We apologize to Ms.
Griffitts.
Tara Griffitts (junior division
member), 15, (Wichita, KS)...
first year on USAT... 2nd at
National Outdoor... 2nd at
National Indoor... 2nd at Junior Olympic Indoor... 3rd at
Junior Olympic Outdoor.

Butch Johnson Wins Fifth Consecutive National Indoor Title
James Butts and Jessica Carlson Set National Records
Richard “Butch” Johnson (Woodstock, CT) captured
his fifth straight national indoor title in the men’s recurve
division, while James Butts (Denver, CO) and Jessica
Carlson (Schoolcraft, MI), set national records in winning
their respective divisions at the 30th National Archery
Association Indoor Championships. The tournament was
held at two locations in each of the four national regions
(North, South, East and West) over the weekends of March
5-7, 12-14 and 19-21. The scores were then merged to
determine the national champions in each division.
Johnson, a member of the U.S. 1996
Olympic gold medal
team, won the men’s
title by edging Olympic teammate and double
gold-medalist
Justin Huish (Simi
Valley, CA) on a tiebreaker. Both Johnson
and Huish recorded
scores of 1163 (out of a
possible 1200) and had
120 hits. Johnson won
the tie-breaker by
shooting 89 arrows in
the ten-ring to Huish’s

86. There was a tie for third place in the men’s recurve division between Jay Barrs (Salt Lake City, UT) and Jason
McKittrick (Moores Hill, IN), as both had scores of 1154,
120 hits, 77 tens and 40 nines.
Butts, fresh off his world indoor championship title on
March 12, shattered the existing compound bow national
record with a double-round score of 1192. The previous
mark was 1184. Butts’ first-round score of 598 also equals
the existing world record set earlier this year by American
Dave Cousins (Westbrook, ME). However, FITA only recognizes joint world records when they occur on the same
day. Cousins placed second in the compound bow division
with a score of 1187 and Levi Reed (Vernal, UT) was third
with 1183.
The women’s recurve bow title was won by Carlson
with a national record score of 1159, marking her second
national indoor title in three years. Carlson won her first
title at the 1996 National Indoor Championship. Kathie
Loesch (Houston, TX) finished in second place with a score
of 1154 and Denise Parker (Salt Lake City, UT) earned
third place with a total of 1135. Carlson also captured the
College division with a national record score of 1154.
In the women’s compound bow competition, Diane
Hooper (Lockport, IL) shot a double-round score of 1155 to
edge defending national champion Tara Swanney
(Haverhill, MA) who finished with 1153 total points.
Becky Pearson (Vail, AZ) was third with a total of 1142.

NATIONAL ARCHERY ASSOCIATION
2000 Olympic Team Selection Process
*pending USOC approval
The 2000 U.S. Olympic Archery Team will be
selected from two stand-alone trial events. To be qualified to participate in the TRIALS, one must meet all
Olympic Eligibility requirements and one of the following:
a) 1999 U.S. National Outdoor Championships:
Finishers with the top 32 double-FITA scores for men
or top 32 double-FITA scores for women among the
Olympic Bow Divisions which shoot the full FITA
distances (men — 90, 70, 50 , 30 meters; women —
70, 60, 50, 30 meters).
Or
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b) member of the 1999 U.S. Pan American Games
Team;
Or
c) Olympic Bow Division member of the 1999
U.S. World Target Team;
Or
d) Ranked in the top four (4) on the Senior
Olympic Bow 1999 National Ranking List as of the
start of the National Championships;
Or
e) U.S. Archery Olympic Medalist, individual or
team, from any year.
continued on page 32

Olympic Team Selection Process continued from page 32

Three part qualification procedure
Part 1: Qualify for OLYMPIC TRIALS SEMIFINALS via the 1999 National Outdoor Championships
or other qualification method (a-e above).
Part 2: OLYMPIC TRIALS SEMI-FINALS August 21-24, 1999 – Bloomfield, NJ:
DAY 1 - Shoot 144 arrows at 70 meters and then
cut to the top 16 men and top 16 women.
DAYS 2 & 3 - A full 15-match Round Robin
event. The first eight (8) matches will be on Day 2
with the last seven (7) matches on Day 3. All matches will be 12-arrow matches consisting of two sixarrow ends. At the conclusion of Day 3, there will be
a cut to the top eight (8) men and top eight (8) women.
DAY 4 - The top eight (8) will complete a full
Round Robin consisting of seven 12-arrow matches

(three-arrow ends). Standings determined by:
a) total points shot in semi-finals (except
match tie-breaking arrows);
b) 10 points added for each match win on Days
2 and 3;
c) 10 points deducted for each match loss on
Day 4.
These eight (8) archers will advance to the
FINALS stage on September 4-5.
Part 3. OLYMPIC TRIALS FINALS - September
4-5, 1999 – Chula Vista, CA One full Round Robin
on each day consisting of seven 12-arrow matches
(three-arrow ends). Each match loss will subtract 10
points from total score. Cumulative points will be
taken from all matches plus total points from Trials
Semi-Finals (tie-breaking arrows not included). Cut to
the team.

MAJOR CHAMPIONSHIPS SCHEDULE

1999
July 10-16
July 22-29
July 30-Aug. 1
August 3-8
August 21-24
September 4-5
September 19-26
October 19-24

National Target Championships
World Target Championships
JOAD National Championships
Pan Am Games Archery Competition
Olympic Trials Semi-Finals
Olympic Trials Finals
The Sydney International Golden Arrow
Continental Qualification Tournament

Oxford, OH
Riom, France
Salt Lake City, UT
Winnipeg, Canada
Bloomfield, NJ
Chula Vista, CA
Sydney, Australia
Mexico City, Mexico

2000
January 15-16
March 3-5
March 3-5
March 3-5
March 3-5
March 3-5
March 10-12
March 10-12
June 16-18
TBA
July 7-9
July 9-16
July 19-23
July 30 – August 4
Sept. 15 – Oct. 1
Nov.
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National Ski-Archery Championships
National Indoor Championships – East
National Indoor Championships – North
National Indoor Championships – North
National Indoor Championships – South
National Indoor Championships – West
National Indoor Championships – East
National Indoor Championships – West
Junior World Trials
World Field Trials & National Field Championships
JOAD National Championships
XVII World Field Championship
VI World Junior Target Championship
116th National Target Championships
XXVII Olympic Games
Americas Indoor Championship

Park City, UT
Andover, MA
Naperville, IL
East Lansing, MI
College Station, TX
Salt Lake City, UT
Harrisonburg, VA
Tulare, CA
Chula Vista, CA
TBA
Conyers, GA
Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy
Belfort, France
TBA
Sydney, Australia
Guatemala

Psychology

F O C U S I N G and
REFOCUSING
by lisa franseen, ph.d.
Lisa Franseen received her Ph.D. degree from the University of Montana and is a sport psychology consultant in Denver, Colorado. She has provided
applied mental skills training to Olympic archers during training camps, national and international competitions and the 1996 Olympic Games in
Atlanta. Lisa also teaches sport psychology for Level 3 and 4 Archery Coaching Certification Courses. While working with the United States Olympic
Committee, she specialized in the development of mental skills programs and performance enhancement with elite individual athletes and teams
which included the U.S. Archery, Swimming, Judo and Taekwondo resident teams.

Of all the topics that readers of Archery Focus consult
with me about, I would have to say that focus and concentration rank number one. It seems to be the area that
shooters have the most difficulty maintaining or gaining
back once they have lost it. In the following article, I’ll to
address the challenges of focusing and provide suggestions
on how archers can begin to increase their focusing abilities.

Concentrating and sustaining focus doesn’t seem
to come easy for anyone. There can even be a chemical dysregulation in the central nervous system,
known as Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD), that
causes inattention, as well as impulsivity and, in
some, hyperactivity. In fact, it is estimated that 3-5%
of school-aged children have ADD. Fifty percent of
those continue to have the disorder as adolescents.
Recent studies confirm that at least 30% of these
The Fine Art of Focus Concentration, as defined in
children continue to have ADD as adults. The behavmost dictionaries, refers to bringing or drawing to a
iors persist and cause as much difficulty as they did
common point, to bring one’s efforts to bear on one
when the person was a child or adolescent. ADD is a
thing. Focus and concentration are commonly used
special case of focusing difficulties, but what about
interchangeably. Obviously, when attempting to perthose of you who don’t have
form or execute some skill,
the ability to focus is para- If your mind wanders in practice, ADD? What is your excuse?
Well you don’t need an excuse
mount. We not only need it will wander in competition. If
you
allow
your
mind
to
wander
in
because it is quite common to
a general focus of attenstruggle with focusing. The
tion, but a focus of atten- practice, it will wander against
good news is that concentration
tion on relevant cues in
your will in competition.
is a skill that can be learned!
the environment (such as
Good performances require an ability to shift
the target or our execution) and an ability to mainyour attention from one point to another. This flexitain that attentional focus for a specific amount of
bility in attention fluctuates from a broad to a narrow
time. Focusing, then, is actually more complex than
focus and from external to internal cues. Imagine
it might seem. We have to choose the right stimulus
yourself, for a moment, shooting in a competition
to focus on, sustain that point of focus over time,
and all the different points that you focus on.
divide our focus between relevant and irrelevant
Hearing the whistle blow, walking to the line and
stimuli, and shift our focus to another stimulus.
standing in the correct place, adjusting for space
Impaired functioning can occur in any, or all, of
equally among the archers you’re between, feeling
these areas of attention.
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Increasing Your Ability to Focus A few simple steps
will increase your ability to focus.
1. Become aware of your current levels of concentration.
2. Recognize things that pull you out of focus.
3. Gain control of your ability to focus.
4. Gain confidence in your ability to focus, especially under pressure.
Start by assessing your attentional style when
you’re shooting well and when you’re shooting poorly. Ask yourself, “What was I paying attention to in
that shot? What else was I focused on, if anything?”
Once you become aware of what is helpful and what
is harmful to focus on, you know what you need to
practice.
It is important to practice concentrating during
practice because if your mind wanders in practice,
then it will wander in competition. Plus, we gain
more out of pushing ourselves when we’re tired or
Causes of Distraction I’d like to talk about two main
“can’t focus” than when we’re feeling fresh and motireasons why we lose our optimal focus and ability to
vated. Many archers who aren’t well focused in pracshift attention from one important point to another:
tice, allow themselves to remain unfocused (“Oh
physiological arousal and negative self-talk.
Physiological Arousal Also known as nervousness,
well,” they say, “it’s only practice.”) or they stop pracphysiological arousal includes bodily symptoms such
ticing altogether (“Why bother? I’m shooting bad
as increased heart rate, muscle tension, shakiness and
anyway!”).
an unsettled stomach. If these
Practice with the same type of
It’s
simpler
to
concentrate
symptoms are overly-exaggeratdistractions that you may experiwhen you’re fresh than
ed (in other words, we are too
ence in competition. If you only
when
you’re
tired.
That’s
nervous), our focus tends to
practice by yourself, alone on the
why
you
must
practice
become more rigid and fixated
field with nothing to pull your
on only one or two points.
focusing when you’re tired. focus off your shot, then you will
Thus, we are unable to shift our
be unprepared for competition.
attention to all of the points required (as discussed
This can’t be overstated! Consider the differences for
before) to make a smart, strong shot. If these sympa moment. At a competition, there are other people
toms are under-exaggerated (for example, feeling flat
shooting beside you, judges walking around, a line
or unenthused), our focus tends to broaden, taking
up of targets, a timing mechanism, others talking, the
in many points at once. Thus it becomes more diffiscore board, etc. This is quite different than standing
cult to narrow our focus on pertinent cues, like the
alone on your shooting field back home! Some
center of the target.
archers I’ve worked with even practiced while I
Negative Self-talk Doubts about our ability, woryelled at them, or while I stood within inches of their
ries about our score, place, who might beat us, ridiface or breathed down their necks. If you can shoot
culing ourselves over our last mistake, and getting
well under those conditions, your ability to maintain
upset over things we can’t control, such as the weathfocus in competition will be much higher!
er, are all forms of negative self-talk. These thinking
There are concentration drills that archers can
patterns demand our full attention. As long as we are
practice off the shooting field to enhance eye control.
thinking negatively, our focus on more relevant cues
Since the ability to focus is also
will suffer.
a visual skill, it is important to ...continued on pg. 43
your stance, checking any conditions you may need
to accommodate for (like the wind), looking down at
the target, performing your mental routine (a deep
breath and visualizing a perfect shot), and then executing your shot, keeping track of the number of
arrows you’ve shot and the target at which you’re
aiming. I have italicized here all the different points
of focus that are required to shoot a smart, strong
shot. Notice these points are more than visual; hearing, feeling, thinking, and reacting are also required.
At any point, if your focus is not where it is required
to be, mistakes can be made. Unfortunately, when we
are distracted, we fail to attend to important information. This explains why, occasionally, archers may
forget to bring their arrows to a competition, shoot at
the wrong target, or shoot too many arrows in an
end.
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Tournament
ASA
Dothan/Enterprise,
AL
Men’s Pro Unlimited
1. Jeff Hopkins
2. Jeremiah Upp
3. Pete Works
Women’s Pro Unlimited
1. Ginger Hopwwod
2. Linda Owen
3. Laurie Watson
Senior Pro
1. Tom Crowe
2. George Dixon
3. Roger Thibault
Limited Pro
1. Mickey Fisher
2. Bryan Marcum
3. Rodney Huffman

National Field Trials
Phoenix, AZ
Men’s Compound
1. Dave Cousins
2. Roger Hoyle
3. Kevin Eldridge
Women’s Compound
1. Cristel Romero
Men’s Olympic
1. Jay Barrs
2. George Tekmitchov
3. Tom Parrish
Women’s Olympic
1. Janet Barrs
2. Katryn Weise
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3. Sally Morton
Men’s Barebow
1. Ty Pelfrey
2. Mark Applegate
Master Men’s Compound
1. Bob Kortan
Master Men’s Olympic
1. Harold Rush
Master Men’s Barebow
1. Bob Burns
Master Women’s Barebow
1. Rita Torres

Pineville/Alexandria,
LA
Men’s Pro Unlimited
1. Todd McKenzie
2. David Stepp
3. Colin Boothe
Women’s Pro Unlimited
1. Alicia Shultz
2. Jeanna Wallace
3. Sharon Hayes
Senior Pro
1. Frank Rus
2. George Pharis
3. George Dixon
Limited Pro
1. Rodney Huffman
2. Mickey Fisher
3. Buddy Durr

World Target Ch./ Pan Am Trials
Houston, TX

Men’s Compound
1. Dave Cousins
2. Terry Ragsdale
3. Dee Wilde
4. Logan Wilde*

Men’s Recurve
1. Jason McKittrick
2. Vic Wunderele
3. Butch Johnson
4. Jay Barrs*

Women’s Compound
1. Asley Kamuf
2. Dianne Hooper
3. Mary Zorn
4. Glenda Merrill*

Women’s Recurve
1. Denise Parker
2. Janet Dykman
3. Kathy Loesch
4. Jessica Carlson*

* Alternate on Pan Am Team

Results
IBO
Bedford, IN
(Triple Crown #1)
Men’s Pro Unlimited
1. Colin Boothe
2. Johnny Heath
3. David Stepp
Women’s Pro Unlimited
1. Alicia Shultz
2. Susan Thompson
3. Brandi Boggs
Senior Pro
1. Mike Wilson
2. David Chapman
3. Norman Conner
Limited Pro
1. Rodney Huffman
2. Tony Conques IV
3. Bryan Marcum

Great Lakes Shootout
(Triple Crown #2)
Men’s Pro Unlimited
1. Nathan Brooks
2. Bart Larson
3. Ken Likins
Women’s Pro Unlimited
1. Alicia Shultz
2. Ginger Nasworthy
3. Sharon Hayes
Senior Pro
1. Robert Clarke
2. Norman Conner
3. Harold Cogar
Limited Pro
1. Rodney Huffman
2. Bryan Marcum
3. Tony Conques IV

NFAA
National Unmarked 3-D Championships
Blue Springs, MO
Men’s Pro Freestyle Unlimited
1. Tod Holman
2. Ken Likins
3. Bob Eyler
Women’s Pro Freestyle Unlimited
1. Ginger Nasworthy
2. Susan Thompson
3. Linda Owen

ARCHERY FOCUS
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Pro Male Freestyle Limited
1. William Pellegrino
2. Buddy Durr
3. Bob Besanceney
Pro Senior Men’s Freestyle
1. Larry Dunham
2. Ron Bedia
3. Tony Conques IV
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compound tech 300

S UPER -T UNING
Compound Bows for Release Shooters
by George Chapman

This method of tuning makes more
sense than any other method of
tuning that I have seen or used in
my 55 years of archery. This
method is based on striking the
arrow directly in the center from
all directions. This method tunes
the bow so that it releases all of its
energy evenly to all sides of the
arrow. This is called dynamic column loading. This way of supertuning works for one cam and two
cam bows.
The first thing I do, is to set the
bow’s tiller even, then I check the
wheels timing, and level and
plumb the bow. If it is a two cam
bow or two wheel bow, I level
and plumb the bow with a level
on the string. Because the string
runs parallel to the centerline of
the riser (see picture). With a one
cam bow, you need to level and

plumb off the shelf and sight window (see picture). I locate the

nocking point by placing a level
on an arrow the size the person is
going to shoot. I then set the
arrow level and place the nocking
point there (see picture). Then I

set the center shot of the bow.
You can use several methods to
set the center shot: by lining the
string down the center of the
bow, by measuring the sight window, or by lining the arrow up
with the stabilizer. (Caution: not
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all stabilizer inserts run parallel
with the centerline of the riser.)
Another method is to use TruCenter gauge, but this only works
if the bow’s machining is all parallel with the center line of the
riser.
Don’t be too picky about center shot because the archer has to
shoot in the center shot. This is
done by having the archer shoot a
dot at 20 yards, setting his or her
sight to hit the dot. When this is
done, hang a plumb bob from
one of his or her arrows in the
dot, then back them up to 30
yards or more. Still using the 20
yard pin, shoot at the same dot
(the arrows are going to hit low).

If the arrow hits to the right of
the string, you move the arrow
rest to the left ... a very small
amount. Until the archer is within
one-half inch (1 cm) of the string.
If the arrow hits to the left of the

string, move the arrow rest to the
right until the arrow hits within
one-half inch of the string. This is
standard for an average archer.
For professional archers the standard is one quarter inch (0.64
cm). What you are doing now is
adjusting any torque out that the
archer is putting in the bow.
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Then I take the archer back to
20 yards and have them shoot a
1” horizontal line to measure the
height of the group. If the group
is more than 1 inches (3 cm) in
height, I put an eighth of a turn
in the bottom limb bolt and have
them shoot at the line again. The
group should be within the 1˝
standard group height. If not, put
one more eighth of a turn in the
bottom limb bolt. In over 700
super-tuned bows, I have only
had to put a total of 1/4 turn 5
times! The bow is now tuned.

Right and left groups within
1˝ and the group height within 1
1/4˝, these are the standards for
the average archer. For the pro
shooter, the group width is 1/2˝
and standard group height is 1˝.
I have a couple of closing
comments. There are several different ways of tuning but the
most misunderstood is paper tuning. People think if you get a
“bullet hole,” the bow is tuned.
The bow is not tuned until it
groups. I’ve seen bows with nocking points 1/2 inch off square that
still shot a bullet hole through
paper. When you shoot through
paper, all that tells you is the
arrow went through the paper
straight or crooked. If you don’t
like what you see, back up and it
will change. And, bare shaft
shooting is still the best tuning
method for the fingers shooter.
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Breathing
for Better Performance
by don rabska

You might think “What is the big
deal about breathing, I do it all the
time.” In fact, if you didn’t you
probably wouldn’t be reading this
article. A good friend once told me
he had the secret of long life,
“Don’t stop breathing.” It seemed
reasonable to me.
Good breathing control is a
key component of sound shooting
technique. When done properly
and fully incorporated into your
shooting routine, proper breathing
will help you:
1. regulate your shot timing
2. maintain focus
3. provide adequate oxygen to the
brain for clear thinking
4. contribute to relaxation
5. sustain body stability
We know the shot must be relaxed but sometimes this is not so
easy under the stress of competition. This is where the importance of breathing comes into
play. Proper breathing technique
allows the body to relax while
providing adequate oxygen for
clear thinking and top performance. Anyone who has ever shot
in a tournament has observed
archers yawning before the start
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of competition. It might be perand later lose this system of
ceived that they are just tired or
breathing unless taught otherwise.
had trouble sleeping. That may be
In adulthood, diaphragm breathtrue in a few cases, but most
ing usually has to be learned or
yawn because they are nervous.
more accurately relearned.
When you are nervous, the musLearning to breathe from the
cles in the chest tighten, you feel
diaphragm is important for severbutterflies in the stomach and a
al reasons as well as the reason to
slight burning feeling in the chest.
unlearn chest breathing.
This is basically an adrenalineProper breathing technique is
based response to stress. Yawning
more involved than just taking air
is simply the
the lungs.
“Proper breathing technique into
body’s way of
Let’s consider
telling you it
is more involved than just what happens
needs oxygen.
when air is
taking air into the lungs” taken high in
Since the
chest is now
the chest. To
tighter from nerves, and most
breathe this way causes the folpeople breathe in the chest, the
lowing events to happen. The
lungs cannot expand as they
stomach raises slightly with the
would under normal conditions.
“in” breath forcing the ribs to
Therefore, the yawning is simply
move up and out while lifting the
a response to a lack of oxygen, or
shoulders along with the ribs.
oxygen debt.
This creates several adverse effects
There are basically two ways
to shooting. First, it raises your
most individuals breathe. Most
center of gravity. When the center
people in western society breathe
of gravity is raised, balance
in the chest and use only about
declines and it is good balance
the upper two thirds of the lungs.
that produces stable aiming, not
Individuals who are diaphragm
necessarily a strong bow arm.
breathers take in air fully to the
When we find our sight pin movbottom of the lungs. Babies and
ing around on the target, it is not
young children to this naturally
fully due to the bow arm moving,

but the entire body. The bow arm
is just trying to compensate for
other motions. This is partly the
reason why the first arrows shot
in a tournament are not so steady
and we have trouble getting the
sight to “settle down.” When any
part of the body raises, such as
the stomach, the ribs and the
attached muscles, this shifting of
body mass produces a higher center of gravity immediately hindering balance.
By learning to breathe from
the diaphragm, the stomach
moves out, but the upper body is
stable and the ribs and shoulders
are unaffected and without perceptible movement. This breathing technique also maintains the
stomach in its lowest position and
provides the ability to keep the
ribs in a stationary position.
Learning to tighten the stomach
about 3” below the navel (bellybutton) and using the stomach
(diaphragm) to breathe will automatically lower the center of gravity, improving balance and stability. Not only will this improve the
shot by reducing sight movement,
but you will find your ability to
shoot in the wind is vastly
improved as well.

you may need to feel like you are
leaning forward slightly but make
sure to keep the back straight.
Place your chin directly over the
center of the chest (sternum) and
relax the shoulders. Now imagine
a tube running from your nose to
the bottom of your stomach.
Breathe in through the nose and
allow the breath to go low into
the lungs allowing only the stomach to move out. Breathe out
through the nose too, but make
the out breath at least twice as
long as the in breath. Work on
this until you perceive no movement in the chest.
The Effects of Breathing on
Shooting Form A good observation of body stability can be seen
in archers who happen to lean
forward at the waist (parallel to
the shooting line), backward
(arched back) or have very high
shoulders. In qualification rounds
or low stress situations, these
archers often shoot very well. The
trouble comes when the stress

level rises, for example when
entering into the finals matches. It
is fairly easy to see how balance is
affected. Increased nervousness
causes the stomach to rise and
breathing to be higher in the
lungs. This raises the center of
gravity and balance quickly
decays. These archers can be
observed swaying back and forth
almost like they were trying to
shoot in wind, when there is
none. Obviously this is not true in
all cases, but true for the majority
with the above forms.
Creating a low center of gravity is achieved through proper
breathing, in nearly the same
manner as meditation or other
similar activities which are used to
reach an “alpha” state of consciousness. In the shooting
sequence, create a breathing
rhythm that is as consistent as
placing the hand in the grip or
setting the scapula positions. A
consistent breathing rhythm will
help you stay focused, improve
concentration and promote relax-

Diaphragm Breathing Diaphragm
breathing technique is simple, but
it will take a bit of practice to
control and isolate the feeling of
the stomach and diaphragm. Start
by sitting in a firm chair but only
half way back on the chair seat,
sitting very straight. You want to
feel more pressure on the backs of
the legs than on the gluteus muscles (buttocks). To place the
weight on the backs of the legs,
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ation. If you have ever been upset
and had someone tell you “Relax,
take a deep breath,” they just told
you in opposite terms how to
actually relax. Relaxation comes
from the “out” breath not the “in”
breath. This one of the reasons
that the out breath should be
longer than the in breath as in
mediation techniques. To relax,
the air must be expelled.
You will never see a weight
lifter trying to breath “in” on an
attempt to press the bar above
the head. When we draw our
bows, we do a similar act to
weight lifters. Therefore, on the
draw, air should be exhaled, not
inhaled. For recurve shooting, I
do not recommend trying to
breathe at full draw. For compound shooters the holding
weight is much less than the
peak weight and the compound
archer usually holds full draw
position about twice as long as
the recurve archer. Therefore,
taking an extra breath at full
draw may be necessary if the
hold is longer than six seconds.
The average person starts going
into oxygen debt at about seven
seconds of not breathing under
normal activity. After seven seconds, eyesight will start deteriorating as well as will clear thinking.
Breathing While Shooting For
the recurve archer, I recommend
the following breathing sequence
for good shot execution. While
resting, breathe naturally from
the diaphragm. As you raise the
bow to shoot, inhale again using
the stomach (diaphragm). Once
at pre-draw, the moment you
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start the draw, allow yourself to
exhale, but not by forcing the air
out but by simply relaxing and
letting the air flow out naturally
through the nose. Always allow
the body to exhale when drawing. If you just relax and let the
air out naturally, you will exhale
about two-thirds of your lung
capacity and retain about onethird. From the moment you start
the draw until release should take
no more than five to six seconds.
Remember, inhale as you raise
the bow, then relax to exhale as
you draw the bow.
Another reason for learning
this breathing technique is to

improve circulation. To prove
this, the next time you find yourself uncomfortably cold and start
to shiver, try relaxing and allowing yourself to breathe from the
diaphragm and concentrate only
on your breathing. Within a short
time, you will find that you have
probably stopped shivering.
When we are cold, blood moves
from the extremities to the major
organs to protect them. Proper
breathing will increase circulation
and move blood back to the
extremities.
Until next time, good shooting!

...continued from pg. 35

be able to keep our eye on the target, or wherever it
control over your last shot, the next round, your
needs to be. Try this exercise. Sit in front of the miropponent, the weather, etc.
ror. “Zero in” or focus exclusively on the tip of your
Use imagery to enhance your focusing abilities.
nose. Focus so intently that you are unaware of every- Visualize yourself as clearly as possible, fully absorbed
thing else. Now slowly open your focus to include
with your current shot. See in your mind’s eye how
your entire nose and then your whole face. Gradually you are entirely consumed by the target in front of
open your focus to include the things around your
you. Simulate distractions you’re aware of that tend to
head, then everything in the
pull your focus out of the present.
whole room at once, including
The question is not whether As these distractions arise, visualobjects above you, below you,
ize yourself detaching from them,
we’re focused or not. We
and in your peripheral vision. At are always focused on
letting them go and focusing back
this point, you should not be
on your shot. Imagine yourself
something
all
of
the
time!
focusing on any one object, but
objectively evaluating the shot
The
question
then
becomes
everything at once. Take it all in
afterwards with any needed corwhat we’re focused on.
and then, again slowly, bring
rections (without judging whether
your focus back into the tip of
it was a “good” or “bad” shot).
your nose. Once you perfect this skill, try focusing on Then visualize yourself shooting with these correcthe tip of your friend’s nose. This is more difficult
tions before letting them go from your conscious
because they are staring back at you! It’s a good dismind and actually executing your next shot.
traction while you continue to concentrate without
In addition to the above suggestions to help you
laughing! You might also want to practice eye control increase your focusing and refocusing abilities, be
while focusing on a target face.
sure to develop a mental routine
The only way to make something positive happen (November/December 1998 AF, “Making It a
is to focus all of your attention on the present, or on
Routine”), think positively, and keep practicing!
the “here-and-now.” For archers, the key to good per- Concentration is skill that can be learned and can be
formance is to focus on the moment, or the shot that
improved with patience and time.
you are currently executing. You can’t shoot a 1300
Good Luck!
FITA score all at once, it requires one strong shot at a
time. So, concentrate on the only thing that is in your
control: Right Now. Remind yourself that you have no
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product news

Product News
Sims Vibration Laboratories Introduces Limb Savers
Compound bow shooters have been attaching these little rubber doorknobs to their bow limbs ever since
Limb Savers were released. According to Sims Vibration Laboratory, Limb Savers can reduce the aggregate amount of vibration left in the bow by as much as 65%, simultaneously reducing the noise associated with a shot by 12 decibels. While everyone shpould benefit from the vibration reduction, hunters
should benefit even more from the noise reduction
According to SVL, only 60-80% of the energy stored in a compound bow gets transferred to the
arrow, therefore 20-40% is left to dissipate through the limbs, handle, stabilizer, and you! SVL claims that
their tests on bows of over 40 lb of peak weight show that there is zero ;oss of arrow velocity.
SVL also makes a successful line of vibration dampers for golf clubs and baseball bats. For more
information contact: Sims Vibration Laboratory, 150 W. Wm. White Way, Shelton, WA 98584 Phone
(360) 427-6031, Fax: (360) 427-4025.

Nikon Venturer LX Binoculars
Nikon Sport Optics debuted the Venturer LX binocular in 1998. They are available in
8x42 and 10x42 configurations. The binocular is waterproof, shockproof, and features a
patented eyepiece design that allows easy use by eyeglass wearers and non-eyeglass wearers alike.
Field and Stream magazine presented Nikon with its prestigious “Best of the Best” award for
the Venturer LX binocular in the 1999 S.H.O.T. show.
This model is already gaining a strong following amongst hunters as well as birders,
boaters, and wildlife viewers.
For more information write: Nikon Sport Optics, 1300 Walt Whitman Rd., Melville, NY 11747-3064, or call 1.800.247.3464 or see
the web site www.nikonusa.com.

PSE Introduces the New PSE Stingray
PSE, one of the premier bow manufacturers announces a new member to their extensive line. The PSE
Stingray features a sort, 32” axle-to-axle length, high let-off and a 7-1/4” brace height to provide forgiving shootability without sacrificing performance. It comes equipped with PSE’s new torque reducing
mini grip. The one-cam bow boasts an IBO speed of 310 fps (70lb bow with 350 grain arrow). PSE
thinks it’s new short, highly maneuverable bow will be great for hunting, especially from treestands
and while stalking.
For more information, contact Andre Cox, PSE Marketing Director at 520.884.9065 Ext. 2400 or write
Precision Shooting Equipment, Inc., P. O. Box 5487, Tucson, Arizona 85705
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